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Unit 7 

I. Vocabulary 

addiction  defend  

obsessed  confuse  

unrealistic  deny  

necessarily  product  

feature  arrangement  

ban  worth  

fortune  gather  

recount  application  

handy    

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-Smoking in public places like schools and hospitals is…………………….. 

a) engaged                    b) banned                    c) passed                d) defended 

 

2- Computer games ………....is very common among young people nowadays.  

  a) bracelet                         b) ladder                    c) addiction           d) alley 

 

3-Always keep a first-aid kit ………………….… at home in case of emergency. 

a) handy                             b) talented                  c) skillful                   d) modest 

 

4-Money doesn't ………..……give you happiness; it has many other sources like 

health and family. 

a) gradually                        b) directly                     c) necessarily         d) alongside 
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(confuses - feature - delivers – fortune- gather) 

1. My very rich grandfather died and left us  a ………………… 

2. Noura always …………….. Sara with her twin sister because they look alike.  

3. There are many important ……………… of the social media which make it useful.  

4. Family members always ………… in happy occasions like birthdays and weddings 

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-He is very poor.  …………………. , he is happy. 

   a) So                           b) However                        c)   Although            d) In spite of 

 

2-I felt extremely tired ………………. I went to bed early last night. 

    a) so                           b) although                      c) however              d) in spite of 

 

3-We …………………… basketball in the club next weekend. 

a)  is playing                     b) played                    c) are playing        d) was playing 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

    1- Remas (visit) the museum this evening.                                   (Correct the verb) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

    2- The car is very old. It is very powerful and fast.                  (Join: Although) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

    3- Salma is going to travel to London next week.                      (Ask a question) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 8 

I. Vocabulary 

convey  gradually  

exchange  efficiently  

reaction  means  

sensitive  talented  

skillful  wearable  

bracelet  skin  

access  activate  

various  directly  

 

 A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1- Clever and skillful teachers ……………. information and ideas in a simple way. 

a) convey                     b) outwit                      c) activate              d) ban 

 2- If you forget your password, you can't have …………… to your laptop.  

    a) product                     b) access                       c) arrangement      d) feature     

 3- People in Kuwait drink ……………… kinds of coffee such as Arabic and Turkish. 

a) nearby                    b) talented                    c) various                  d) modest 

 4- My father bought a gold …………………. for my sister on her birthday last week. 

    a) means                       b) skin                                c) bracelet              d) access 

 B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(activate - exchange - directly – efficiently- gradually) 

   5. You have to …………….. your new card before using it. 

   6. Mona is an excellent student who does all her homework ……………….. 

   7. In the past, people used to ……………. their goods with things they need.  

   8. It is said that global warming is …………….. related to carbon dioxide pollution.  
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II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-It started to rain after we …………………..to the station. 

a) get                                   b) had got                     c)  is getting               d) gets 

 

2- Mona speaks…………… French and English. 

a) both                                  b) or                                c) neither                 d) either 

 

3-By the time we arrived at the airport, the plane had already …………..off. 

a) taking                           b) take                            c) taken             d) took 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

4- Famous doctors are talented. Famous doctors are skillful.   (Use both…..and) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- I (eat) breakfast at home before I came to work.          (Correct the verb) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6- Mona likes swimming. Abeer likes swimming.                  (Use: both.….and….) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 9 

I. Vocabulary 

grown-up  innocent  

outwit  nearby  

alongside  pass  

cruel  please  

proud  ladder  

alley  modest  

merely  reach out  

ancestor  wisdom  

trust  engage  

subconscious  intellect  

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- You shouldn't be ……………to animals by frightening or beating them.           

a) various                             b) cruel                       c) innocent               d) proud 

 

2- If you put your ……………… in me, I swear I will not let you down.  

a) ancestor                         b) feature                  c) bracelet                  d) trust 

 

3- The thief ……………the police and got away with the money he stole. 

a) pleased                           b) outwitted                c)   activated           d) delivered 

 

4- People in each society learn old customs and traditions from their ……………. 

a) means                             b)   bracelets               c)   beads               d) ancestors  
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

[alley – nearby - modest – ladder - wisdom] 

    5- They live in a fairly ………………… house, considering their wealth. 

    6- Without ………………., a person cannot make the best decision. 

     7- If there is a ……………… cafe, we can stop for a drink and a snack.  

     8- My father was standing on a ……………….., painting the ceiling himself.  

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

  1-I sometimes look………….my baby sister when my mother is outdoors. 

  a) out                                      b) for                           c) after                             d) up 

  2- He put his new poster ………….the main board to be noticed by everyone.  

  a) through                                b) of                                 c) for                       d) on 

  3-The car went …………….. the tunnel , which is the shortest way to the city. 

  a) through                                      b)  of                            c) on                     d) under 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

4. "Don't speak loudly"                                              (Change into reported speech) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. " Please , help me with my homework "            (Change into reported speech)            

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

   6." Read the question"                                        (Change into reported speech)                      

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 10 

I. Vocabulary 

tool  bead  

spread  ruin  

consequence  president  

mainly  electrical  

humidity  found  

influential  department  

chairman  profitable  

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-The patient went to different …………. in the hospital to check all his body up. 

a) bracelets                        b) departments                  c) ladders              d) beads 

2- Mr. Ahmad ………………a company that sells food and dairy products. 

a) founded                         b) spread                       c) assumed            d) engaged 

3-My father wants to make his business more ……………… by advertisements 

a) modest                          b) subconscious                  c) electrical         d) profitable 

4-Success depends ………………..on your effort, determination and hard work. 

a) mainly                          b) gradually                   c) efficiently           d) necessarily  

 

B. Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

[found – humidity - spread -pot - consequences] 

5-We shouldn't do anything without thinking about the ………………….. 

6-My mother is cooking something in a large ………………. that smells really good.  

7-The forest fire began to ………………. in all directions because of the strong wind.  

8-The high percentage of ………………. caused many accidents in the city recently.   
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II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-Put …………….. sugar in your tea to avoid health problems. 

a)  much                            b) little                               c) many                   d) a few 

 

2- I don't eat …………..meat because I prefer vegetables. 

   a) few                               b) much                            c) a little                    d) many 

 

3- Noha received …………presents in her last birthday party 

  a) little                               b) much                            c) a little                    d) many 

  

4- How …………..coffee did you drink yesterday? 

 a) few                               b) much                            c)  little                       d) many 

 

5- Nobody helped the girl to comb her hair. She combed it ………. . 

    a)  herself                         b) myself                          c) yourself           d) themselves 

 

6- I didn’t take my iPad to the technician. I fixed it ……………….. 

    a)  herself                         b) myself                          c) yourself           d) themselves 

 

7- My brother made a delicious cake by ……………….. 

    a)  herself                         b) myself                          c) yourself                 d) himself 
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Unit 11 

I. Vocabulary 

intended  original  

dramatic  combine  

involve  approach  

restriction  appearance  

expert  attitude  

previously  assume  

unusual  fiction  

suffer  generally  

detail  vote  

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1- ………………. , I travelled to Australia to attend a training course. 

a) Alongside               b) Generally               c) Previously               d) Gradually 

 2- Your ……………….  is very important when you have a job interview.   

    a) restriction                 b) detail                      c) consequence       d) appearance  

 3- ………………. products are sometimes expensive but they are of high quality. 

   a) Dramatic               b) Original               c) Unusual                     d) Intended  

 4- I love  ……………….  colours when painting. It usually results in beautiful ones.  

     a ) combining             b) voting                  c) assuming               d) approaching 

b) Fill in the spaces with the correct words: 

[ generally   - expert -   previously -   attitude -   details] 

 5- The boy is a/an ……………….. in video games. He won many competitions. 

 6- The house decorations have beautiful ………………... I wish I could live here. 

 7- You should always have a positive ……………. when dealing with customers.  

 8- This book is ……………… about how to manage time and be more organized.  
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II. Grammar 

 A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

  1- The earlier you start,  ………………. you finish your work. 

      a) the fast                          b) faster                      c) the faster                d) the fastest 

  2- Being ………………. makes people appreciate what you do for them. 

      a)  helpful                        b) helpless                      c) help                        d) helping 

  3- The firefighter was ………. and went inside the burning house to save the girl. 

   a) fearful                          b) feared                        c) fear                           d) fearless 

  4- If you ………….. money, you  will be able to buy what you need. 

   a) saves                             b) save                            c) saving                  d) saved 

  5- If we miss the meeting, the manager ……….. angry. 

      a) was                                b) is                        c) would be                    d) will be 

b) Do as shown between brackets: 

  1- When you read more books, you will get more information.  

                                                                       ( Join: “the more…...the more …” ) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 2- When you exercise more, you will be heathy.  (Use: double comparatives ) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 3- If you train more,  ………………………………….      (Complete ) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4- If you pay more attention in the class, you ( get) higher marks. (Correct the verb ) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- If you train more, you will be stronger.      (Use: double comparatives ) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 12 

I. Vocabulary 

universe  entirely  

advanced  notice  

motion  widespread  

remote  audience  

quality  ahead  

allow  content  

suitable  emphasise  

narration  reinforce  

 

  A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

   1- Using………………. technology helps making life easier and comfortable. 

a) advanced                  b) remote              c) modest (U9)           d) obsessed   

   2- Have you  ……………….  the change in her hair? She has just cut her hair. 

       a) noticed                     b) allowed           c) reinforced               d) emphasized  

  3-When I visited Dubai, it was ……………. different. It was really beautiful. 

        a) ahead                     b) entirely            c) alongside             d) directly  

   4- The ……………. was clapping for the performers after the show finished.   

        a) motion                     b) content            c) narration                     d) audience  

 

b) Fill in the spaces with the correct words: 

[entirely - remote -  ahead – suitable - widespread ] 

5- We should drive carefully. There is a huge bridge ……………… of us.  

6- People who live on ……………… islands depend on natural resources. 

7- Fast food restaurants are now ……………... They’re all over the country.  

8- The content of these books is not …………….. for kids. They contain scary stories. 
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II. Grammar 

  A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1- ………………. watched the football match. The score was shocking. 

a) Everybody                   b) Anybody              c) Something                 d) Anything  

 2- Unfortunately, I can’t go ……………. today. I need to study for my maths test. 

a) somewhere              b) somewhere               c) anywhere                 d) anything 

 3- ………………. wants to go for a run in the early morning. They all want to sleep. 

a) Anybody                b) Nobody                  c) Something                     d) Anything 

4- Can ……………….. help me solve this problem? It’s very difficult. 

a) anybody                b) nobody                  c) something                     d) everything 

5- The police looked for any evidence but found …………… They set him free. 

a) Anybody                b) Nobody                  c) something                     d) nothing 

 6- I am very happy that …………………. Is going well for you and your family. 

a) anybody                b) everything                  c) something                     d) anything 

B) Do as shown between brackets: 

 4- They need to do something about their problem.    (Change into negative) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- He needs to do some exercise to lose weight.    (Form a question) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6- The woman needed to return her clothes to the shop. (Change into negative) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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 Reading comprehension / 1 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 

             People often have to use a vehicle of some kind to travel great distances. 

Some people now use bicycles, motorbikes, or cars. A car has an engine called a 

combustion engine. That means it gets the power to move by burning gas or petrol 

as fuel. That car runs on tyres filled with air. Most people however probably travel by 

buses that also have combustion engines like cars. However, vehicles, like cars, with 

combustion engines burning fuels, give off gases that are dangerous for your health. 

They pollute the air and create a risk for us.  

                 In most countries now, there are electric trains which use electricity and do 

not pollute the air. They go at great speeds on their rails. In some countries, they go 

almost as fast as some planes. Ships and boats have propellers to move them. A 

propeller causes a ship or aircraft to move, it consists of two or more blades that spin 

at high speed. The propellers turn very fast in the water and that pushes the ship. A 

rudder, like the tails of a fish, is used to guide it. 

              Some planes use propellers that turn in the air. However, most planes have 

jet engines. They push the plane with great force. If you go to an airport where the 

planes land you can see the jet engines on the wings of the plane, though on some 

planes they are near the tail.  

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  and d: (6 x 2 = 12 Marks) 

    1-What is the best title of this passage?  

     a- Jet Engines     b- Propeller Blades          

     c- Vehicles Nowadays                              d- Combustion Engines  

    

 2- The opposite of the underlined word " pollute " in the 1st  paragraph is: 

      a- clean                b- destroy                

      c- improve                           d- achieve   
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   3-The underlined word " they " in the 2nd  paragraph refers to:  

  a- rails                         b- countries                   

  c- great speeds                    d- electric trains    

  4- What makes electric trains fit for a clean environment?          

       a- They run using electricity. 

       b- They have combustion engines. 

       c- They need fuel to run fast on their rails.    

       d- They use propellers and tyres filled with air. 

  

  5- According to the text, which of the following sentences is NOT TRUE?  

       a- Cars use combustion engines to move. 

       b- Cars burn gas in the engine to move.  

       c- Cars with combustion engines pollute the air. 

       d- Cars with combustion engines use rails to run fast. 

  6- What is the writer’s purpose of writing this text? 

       a- To show us how combustion engines cause pollution. 

       b- To tell us about the various types of vehicles people use.  

       c- To compare between travelling nowadays and in the past. 

       d- To advise us to travel long distances by cars or on motorbikes.    

b) Answer the following questions: 

  7- How do planes move with great force? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  8- What makes cars similar to buses? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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I. Reading comprehension/2 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

               Off the west coast of Scotland, there are many small island communities. 

Life in these communities is very different from life in big cities. People who live in cities 

often say that life in the islands is slow and boring. But the island people tell a different 

story. 

              Many families live by fishing or farming, and people usually have more than 

one job. Many families have rooms for tourists who come to visit the islands in summer. 

The tourists go walking and fishing and play sports. Sometimes they study Gaelic, the 

local language of those islanders. And they stay in a ‘bed breakfast’ with local family 

or in one of the small island hotels. In the long summer evenings, tourists and the 

islanders happily meet and talk together. They tell interesting stories of where they 

live and what they do. 

             The children on the islands go o small local schools. They have their classes in 

English and Gaelic. Sometimes there are only eight or ten children in one school. 

When they are twelve years old, they go to a secondary school in a bigger town on 

the island. When they finish that school, they decide whether to go to the university 

in a big city, or to stay and work on the island. 

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  and d: (6 x 2 = 12 Marks) 

1-What is the best title of this passage?   

    a- Life in an Island Community   b- School Life in Scotland  

    c- Touring an Island                     d- Water Sports on an Island  

 

2- The underlined word " decide " in the 3rd   paragraph means:  

    a- lack                      b- provide                     c- choose                        d- promise   

 

 3-The underlined word " they " in the 2nd  paragraph refers to:  

    a- families                 b- islands                    c- people                     d- tourists     
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   4- The people who live on islands think of their life as:          

       a- exciting              b- boring                          c- slow                               d- dangerous 

    

5- Children on the islands can study there until they:  

       a- are twelve years old.  

       b- finish secondary school.  

       c- finish university.  

       d- finish primary school. 

   

6- What is the writer’s purpose of writing this text? 

       a- entertain us with a good story about island life. 

       b- explain to us what tourists can do on the islands. 

       c- persuade us to live on the Scottish islands. 

       d- inform us about life on some Scottish islands.     

 

b) Answer the following questions: 

  7- When do tourists usually visit the islands? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

  8- Why do some students on the islands study Gaelic? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing/1 

Write on the following topic: (U7) 

"Mobile phone applications have become very popular and people download 

them for many reasons”. 

Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) 

“Mobile Phone applications". Talk about useful mobile phone applications and their 

importance in life. 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a 

conclusion) 
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Write your topic here  

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  

Planning 
 

 

( 2 ) 

Exposition of 

ideas & 

Coherence  

( 7 ) 

Paragraphing & 

Numbers of 

sentences 

( 2 ) 

Grammar 

 

 

( 1 ) 

Spelling 

 

 

( 2 ) 

Handwriting 

 

 

( 1 ) 

Punctuation 

 

 

( 1 ) 

Total 

Mark 
 

( 16 ) 
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Writing/2 

Write on the following topic: (U8) 

"Communication nowadays has changed dramatically and became much easier”. 

Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) “The 

Evolution of Communication". Talk about communication in the past and 

communication nowadays. 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a 

conclusion) 
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Write your topic here  

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Planning 
 

 

( 2 ) 

Exposition of 

ideas & 

Coherence  

( 7 ) 

Paragraphing & 

Numbers of 

sentences 

( 2 ) 

Grammar 

 

 

( 1 ) 

Spelling 

 

 

( 2 ) 

Handwriting 

 

 

( 1 ) 

Punctuation 

 

 

( 1 ) 

Total 

Mark 
 

( 16 ) 
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  وزارة التربية                                                            

 الإدارة العامة للتعليم الخاص  

 للغة الإنجليزية التوجيه الفني 

  الدراسية الثانية نهاية الفترة - الثامنالصف التجريبى  امتحان 

 / الزمن: ساعتان    الإنجليزيةالمجال الدراسي: اللغة 

 التعبير( –/ الكتابة: القواعد  الاستيعاب المقروء –)القراءة: المفردات (: درجة 60)الدرجة الكلية: 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

A) Vocabulary (14 Marks) 

a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 × 2 =8 Marks)  

1. Making a mobile ……………..with useful features has become easier nowadays. 

a) application  b) bracelet   c) president          d) ladder  

2. My cousin is a/an …………..footballer. He always scores goals for his team. 

a) unusual   b) electrical   c) talented     d) obsessed   

3. Some stories are very interesting and deep. They ……….great messages and 

lessons. 

a) deliver   b) vote         c) found                d) confuse  

4. Going on adventures is not …………dangerous. You just have to be very careful.    

a) previously                   b) gradually         c) alongside              d) necessarily  

b- Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: (4 × 1½ = 6 Marks)  

( ban  /  ruins  /  please  /  attitude  /  exchange ) 

5. I always do my best to …………. my parents; they mean everything to me. 

6. The teacher usually asks the students to sit in groups to ……………… ideas. 

7. People should have a positive ……………. and become more helpful . 

8. Many tourists come to Kuwait to visit the Greek …................ in Failaka Island.  

I. READING (30 MARKS) 

صفحات 6في   جابةنموذج الا  
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B) Reading Comprehension (16 Marks)  

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

Do you find yourself sleepy at school? What you do 

before you go to bed has a huge effect on how you feel the 

next day. If you spend time chatting to people on the social 

media, or reading books on your e-reader, you are not alone. However, you ought 

to reduce your screen time at night. Although scientists are only beginning to 

understand the full effects, the main message they find out is that using devices like 

phones or tablets before bedtime is not good for your health. 

All screens give out a large amount of blue light. It can change your sleep 

patterns. So you can wake up several times during the night and have difficulty 

getting up in the morning. Lack of sleeping well can be a dangerous problem for 

anyone specially teenagers because their brains are still developing.  When you 

don’t sleep well, it can be difficult to concentrate at school, which makes it harder 

to learn and get good grades. It can also affect your mood; so you feel sad and 

unhappy.  

So, it’s clear. You shouldn’t use your phone or tablet before you go to sleep. 

You mustn’t worry about your friends. Nothing on the social media is so important 

that it can’t wait a few hours. Rediscover paper books and enjoy feeling tired rather 

than wondering why your best friend hasn’t liked your photo. Don’t use the alarm on 

your mobile. Buy yourself an old-fashioned alarm clock.   

 

a-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (6 × 2 = 12 Marks)  

9.  What is the best title of the passage? 

a) Social Media                                                  b. Developing Brains 

b) Screen Time at Bedtime    d. The Importance of E-Readers 
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10. The meaning of underlined word lack in the 2nd  paragraph is:  

a) shortage           b) tool 

    c) wisdom                   d)trust  

 

 

11.The underlined word they in the 1st paragraph   refers to:  

a) effects                                         b) people 

   c) scientists                                                           d) books                 

 

12.  According to the 1st paragraph, a lot of people spend their time before 

going to bed: 

a) reading paper books 

b) chatting and reading e-books                 

c)  studying the effects of social media 

d)  using devices to improve their health 

 

13. According to the 2nd paragraph, one of the following statements is NOT TRUE:

  

a) Mobiles’ screens give out blue light. 

b) Poor sleep is very dangerous for teenagers.       

c) The blue light can change your sleep patterns. 

d) When you don’t sleep well, it is easier to learn and get high grades. 

   14. The purpose of the writer in this text is to: 

a) encourage people to post photos every day.  

b) inform us about the benefits of a good tablet.  

c) suggest ways to chat with people on social media.  

d) show how using mobiles before sleep harm people.  
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b- Answer the following questions, according to the passage: (2 × 2 = 4 Marks)  

15. How does poor sleep affect mood?  

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

16.  What does the writer advise people to do before going to bed? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

II. Grammar (14 Marks)  

a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 × 2 = 8 Marks)  

17. Don’t worry about your son. He can look …………himself when you are away.  

  a) after    b) for     c) up    d) out  

18. Are you sure we've got ……………………… we need for the journey?  

a) nobody  b) anything   c) everything d) everybody  

    19. Visitors of the National Museum………………. need to pay; It’s free entry.  

a) can’t   b) haven’t          c) aren’t           d) don’t  

     20. Be careful. Don’t put …………..sugar in your tea or coffee. It’s unhealthy.   

a) a few   b) a little         c) many            d) much 

b- Do as required in brackets: (3 × 2 = 6 Marks)  

    21. My mother asked me, “Don’t play computer games for a long time.” 

                                                                           (Change into reported speech) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

    22. My brother can speak English very well. My brother can speak Spanish very  

       well.                                               (Join: both …….and ……)                                       

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

   23. The more books I read, ………………………………….   (Complete) 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing 

Write on the following topic: (U12) 

"Our Earth suffers a lot environmental problems nowadays.”  

Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about 

the dangers our planet suffers from and what people should do to help save our 

planet. 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a 

conclusion) 
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Write your topic here  

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Unit 7 

I. Vocabulary 

addiction  defend  

obsessed  confuse  

unrealistic  deny  

necessarily  product  

feature  arrangement  

ban  worth  

fortune  gather  

recount  application  

handy    

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-Smoking in public places like schools and hospitals is…………………….. 

a) engaged                    b) banned                    c) passed                d) defended 

 

2- Computer games ………....is very common among young people nowadays.  

  a) bracelet                         b) ladder                    c) addiction           d) alley 

 

3-Always keep a first-aid kit ………………….… at home in case of emergency. 

a) handy                             b) talented                  c) skillful                   d) modest 

 

4-Money doesn't ………..……give you happiness; it has many other sources like 

health and family. 

a) gradually                        b) directly                     c) necessarily         d) alongside 
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(confuses - feature - delivers – fortune- gather) 

1. My very rich grandfather died and left us  a fortune 

2. Noura always confuses Sara with her twin sister because they look alike.  

3. There are many important features of the social media which make it useful.  

4. Family members always gather in happy occasions like birthdays and weddings 

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-He is very poor.  …………………. , he is happy. 

   a) So                           b) However                        c)   Although            d) In spite of 

 

2-I felt extremely tired ………………. I went to bed early last night. 

    a) so                           b) although                      c) however              d) in spite of 

 

3-We …………………… basketball in the club next weekend. 

a)  is playing                     b) played                    c) are playing        d) was playing 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

    1- Remas (visit) the museum this evening.                                   (Correct the verb) 

   Remas is visiting the museum this evening.                                    

    2- The car is very old. It is very powerful and fast.                  (Join: Although) 

    Although the car is very old, it is very powerful and fast.                   

    3- Salma is going to travel to London next week.                      (Ask a question) 

    When is Salma going to travel to London? 

    Where is Salma going to travel next week? 
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Unit 8 

I. Vocabulary 

convey  gradually  

exchange  efficiently  

reaction  means  

sensitive  talented  

skillful  wearable  

bracelet  skin  

access  activate  

various  directly  

 

 A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1- Clever and skillful teachers ……………. information and ideas in a simple way. 

a) convey                     b) outwit                      c) activate              d) ban 

 2- If you forget your password, you can't have …………… to your laptop.  

    a) product                     b) access                       c) arrangement      d) feature     

 3- People in Kuwait drink ……………… kinds of coffee such as Arabic and Turkish. 

a) nearby                    b) talented                    c) various                  d) modest 

 4- My father bought a gold …………………. for my sister on her birthday last week. 

    a) means                       b) skin                                c) bracelet              d) access 

 B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(activate - exchange - directly – efficiently- gradually) 

   5. You have to activate your new card before using it. 

   6. Mona is an excellent student who does all her homework efficiently 

   7. In the past, people used to exchange their goods with things they need.  

   8. It is said that global warming is directly related to carbon dioxide pollution.  
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II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-It started to rain after we …………………..to the station. 

a) get                                   b) had got                     c)  is getting               d) gets 

 

2- Mona speaks…………… French and English. 

a) both                                  b) or                                c) neither                 d) either 

 

3-By the time we arrived at the airport, the plane had already …………..off. 

a) taking                           b) take                            c) taken             d) took 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

4- Famous doctors are talented. Famous doctors are skillful.   (Use both…..and) 

Famous doctors are both talented and famous.    

5- I (eat) breakfast at home before I came to work.          (Correct the verb) 

I had eaten breakfast at home before I came to work. 

6- Mona likes swimming. Abeer likes swimming.                  (Use: both.….and….) 

 Both Mona and Abeer like swimming.                    
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Unit 9 

I. Vocabulary 

grown-up  innocent  

outwit  nearby  

alongside  pass  

cruel  please  

proud  ladder  

alley  modest  

merely  reach out  

ancestor  wisdom  

trust  engage  

subconscious  intellect  

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- You shouldn't be ……………to animals by frightening or beating them.           

a) various                             b) cruel                       c) innocent               d) proud 

 

2- If you put your ……………… in me, I swear I will not let you down.  

a) ancestor                         b) feature                  c) bracelet                  d) trust 

 

3- The thief ……………the police and got away with the money he stole. 

a) pleased                           b) outwitted                c)   activated           d) delivered 

 

4- People in each society learn old customs and traditions from their ……………. 

a) means                             b)   bracelets               c)   beads               d) ancestors  
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

[alley – nearby - modest – ladder - wisdom] 

    5- They live in a fairly modest house, considering their wealth. 

    6- Without wisdom, a person cannot make the best decision. 

     7- If there is a nearby cafe, we can stop for a drink and a snack.  

     8- My father was standing on a ladder, painting the ceiling himself.  

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

  1-I sometimes look………….my baby sister when my mother is outdoors. 

  a) out                                      b) for                           c) after                             d) up 

  2- He put his new poster ………….the main board to be noticed by everyone.  

  a) through                                b) of                                 c) for                       d) on 

  3-The car went …………….. the tunnel , which is the shortest way to the city. 

  a) through                                      b)  of                            c) on                     d) under 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

4. "Don't speak loudly"                                              (Change into reported speech) 

  My mom asked me not to speak loudly. 

5. " Please , help me with my homework "            (Change into reported speech)            

  My friend  asked me to help him with his homework. 

   6." Read the question"                                        (Change into reported speech)                      

   My teacher asked  me to read the question.  
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Unit 10 

I. Vocabulary 

tool  bead  

spread  ruin  

consequence  president  

mainly  electrical  

humidity  found  

influential  department  

chairman  profitable  

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-The patient went to different …………. in the hospital to check all his body up. 

a) bracelets                        b) departments                  c) ladders              d) beads 

2- Mr. Ahmad ………………a company that sells food and dairy products. 

a) founded                         b) spread                       c) assumed            d) engaged 

3-My father wants to make his business more ……………… by advertisements 

a) modest                          b) subconscious                  c) electrical         d) profitable 

4-Success depends ………………..on your effort, determination and hard work. 

a) mainly                          b) gradually                   c) efficiently           d) necessarily  

 

B. Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

[found – humidity - spread -pot - consequences] 

5-We shouldn't do anything without thinking about the consequences. 

6-My mother is cooking something in a large pot that smells really good.  

7-The forest fire began to spread in all directions because of the strong wind.  

8-The high percentage of humidity caused many accidents in the city recently.   
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II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-Put …………….. sugar in your tea to avoid health problems. 

a)  much                            b) little                               c) many                   d) a few 

 

2- I don't eat …………..meat because I prefer vegetables. 

   a) few                               b) much                            c) a little                    d) many 

 

3- Noha received …………presents in her last birthday party 

  a) little                               b) much                            c) a little                    d) many 

  

4- How …………..coffee did you drink yesterday? 

 a) few                               b) much                            c)  little                       d) many 

 

5- Nobody helped the girl to comb her hair. She combed it ………. . 

    a)  herself                         b) myself                          c) yourself           d) themselves 

 

6- I didn’t take my iPad to the technician. I fixed it ……………….. 

    a)  herself                         b) myself                          c) yourself           d) themselves 

 

7- My brother made a delicious cake by ……………….. 

    a)  herself                         b) myself                          c) yourself                 d) himself 
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Unit 11 

I. Vocabulary 

intended  original  

dramatic  combine  

involve  approach  

restriction  appearance  

expert  attitude  

previously  assume  

unusual  fiction  

suffer  generally  

detail  vote  

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1- ………………. , I travelled to Australia to attend a training course. 

a) Alongside               b) Generally               c) Previously               d) Gradually 

 2- Your ……………….  is very important when you have a job interview.   

    a) restriction                 b) detail                      c) consequence       d) appearance  

 3- ………………. products are sometimes expensive but they are of high quality. 

   a) Dramatic               b) Original               c) Unusual                     d) Intended  

 4- I love  ……………….  colours when painting. It usually results in beautiful ones.  

     a ) combining             b) voting                  c) assuming               d) approaching 

b) Fill in the spaces with the correct words: 

[ generally   - expert -   previously -   attitude -   details] 

 5- The boy is a/an expert in video games. He won many competitions. 

 6- The house decorations have beautiful details. I wish I could live here. 

 7- You should always have a positive attitude when dealing with customers.  

 8- This book is generally about how to manage time and be more organized.  
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II. Grammar 

 A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

  1- The earlier you start,  ………………. you finish your work. 

      a) the fast                          b) faster                      c) the faster                d) the fastest 

  2- Being ………………. makes people appreciate what you do for them. 

      a)  helpful                        b) helpless                      c) help                        d) helping 

  3- The firefighter was ………. and went inside the burning house to save the girl. 

   a) fearful                          b) feared                        c) fear                           d) fearless 

  4- If you ………….. money, you  will be able to buy what you need. 

   a) saves                             b) save                            c) saving                  d) saved 

  5- If we miss the meeting, the manager ……….. angry. 

      a) was                                b) is                        c) would be                    d) will be 

b) Do as shown between brackets: 

  1- When you read more books, you will get more information.  

                                                                       ( Join: “the more…...the more …” ) 

  The more books you read, the more information you will get. 

 2- When you exercise more, you will be heathy.  (Use: double comparatives ) 

 The more you exercise, the healthier you will be. 

 3- If you train more,  ………………………………….      (Complete ) 

  If you train more, you will be stronger. 

4- If you pay more attention in the class, you ( get) higher marks. (Correct the verb ) 

If you pay more attention in the class, you  will get higher marks. 

5- If you train more, you will be stronger.      (Use: double comparatives ) 

  The more you train, the stronger you will be. 
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Unit 12 

I. Vocabulary 

universe  entirely  

advanced  notice  

motion  widespread  

remote  audience  

quality  ahead  

allow  content  

suitable  emphasise  

narration  reinforce  

 

  A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

   1- Using………………. technology helps making life easier and comfortable. 

a) advanced                  b) remote              c) modest (U9)           d) obsessed   

   2- Have you  ……………….  the change in her hair? She has just cut her hair. 

       a) noticed                     b) allowed           c) reinforced               d) emphasized  

  3-When I visited Dubai, it was ……………. different. It was really beautiful. 

        a) ahead                     b) entirely            c) alongside             d) directly  

   4- The ……………. was clapping for the performers after the show finished.   

        a) motion                     b) content            c) narration                     d) audience  

 

b) Fill in the spaces with the correct words: 

[entirely - remote -  ahead – suitable - widespread ] 

5- We should drive carefully. There is a huge bridge ahead of us.  

6- People who live on remote islands depend on natural resources. 

7- Fast food restaurants are now widespread. They’re all over the country.  

8- The content of these books is not suitable for kids. They contain scary stories. 
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II. Grammar 

  A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1- ………………. watched the football match. The score was shocking. 

a) Everybody                   b) Anybody              c) Something                 d) Anything  

 2- Unfortunately, I can’t go ……………. today. I need to study for my maths test. 

a) somewhere              b) somewhere               c) anywhere                 d) anything 

 3- ………………. wants to go for a run in the early morning. They all want to sleep. 

a) Anybody                b) Nobody                  c) Something                     d) Anything 

4- Can ……………….. help me solve this problem? It’s very difficult. 

a) anybody                b) nobody                  c) something                     d) everything 

5- The police looked for any evidence but found …………… They set him free. 

a) Anybody                b) Nobody                  c) something                     d) nothing 

 6- I am very happy that …………………. Is going well for you and your family. 

a) anybody                b) everything                  c) something                     d) anything 

B) Do as shown between brackets: 

 4- They need to do something about their problem.    (Change into negative) 

 They don’t need to do something about their problem. 

5- He needs to do some exercise to lose weight.    (Form a question) 

 What does he need to lose weight?. 

6- The woman needed to return her clothes to the shop. (Change into negative) 

 The woman didn’t need to return her clothes to the shop. 
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 Reading comprehension / 1 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 

             People often have to use a vehicle of some kind to travel great distances. 

Some people now use bicycles, motorbikes, or cars. A car has an engine called a 

combustion engine. That means it gets the power to move by burning gas or petrol 

as fuel. That car runs on tyres filled with air. Most people however probably travel by 

buses that also have combustion engines like cars. However, vehicles, like cars, with 

combustion engines burning fuels, give off gases that are dangerous for your health. 

They pollute the air and create a risk for us.  

                 In most countries now, there are electric trains which use electricity and do 

not pollute the air. They go at great speeds on their rails. In some countries, they go 

almost as fast as some planes. Ships and boats have propellers to move them. A 

propeller causes a ship or aircraft to move, it consists of two or more blades that spin 

at high speed. The propellers turn very fast in the water and that pushes the ship. A 

rudder, like the tails of a fish, is used to guide it. 

              Some planes use propellers that turn in the air. However, most planes have 

jet engines. They push the plane with great force. If you go to an airport where the 

planes land you can see the jet engines on the wings of the plane, though on some 

planes they are near the tail.  

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  and d: (6 x 2 = 12 Marks) 

    1-What is the best title of this passage?  

     a- Jet Engines     b- Propeller Blades          

     c- Vehicles Nowadays                              d- Combustion Engines  

    

 2- The opposite of the underlined word " pollute " in the 1st  paragraph is: 

      a- clean                b- destroy                

      c- improve                           d- achieve   
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   3-The underlined word " they " in the 2nd  paragraph refers to:  

  a- rails                         b- countries                   

  c- great speeds                    d- electric trains    

  4- What makes electric trains fit for a clean environment?          

       a- They run using electricity. 

       b- They have combustion engines. 

       c- They need fuel to run fast on their rails.    

       d- They use propellers and tyres filled with air. 

  

  5- According to the text, which of the following sentences is NOT TRUE?  

       a- Cars use combustion engines to move. 

       b- Cars burn gas in the engine to move.  

       c- Cars with combustion engines pollute the air. 

       d- Cars with combustion engines use rails to run fast. 

  6- What is the writer’s purpose of writing this text? 

       a- To show us how combustion engines cause pollution. 

       b- To tell us about the various types of vehicles people use.  

       c- To compare between travelling nowadays and in the past. 

       d- To advise us to travel long distances by cars or on motorbikes.    

b) Answer the following questions: 

  7- How do planes move with great force? 

       They have jet engines / propellers that push them with great force. 

  8- What makes cars similar to buses? 

       They both use combustion engines / They both use gases or petrol as fuel / they   

    both pollute the air/ They run on tyres filled with air. 
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I. Reading comprehension/2 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

               Off the west coast of Scotland, there are many small island communities. 

Life in these communities is very different from life in big cities. People who live in cities 

often say that life in the islands is slow and boring. But the island people tell a different 

story. 

              Many families live by fishing or farming, and people usually have more than 

one job. Many families have rooms for tourists who come to visit the islands in summer. 

The tourists go walking and fishing and play sports. Sometimes they study Gaelic, the 

local language of those islanders. And they stay in a ‘bed breakfast’ with local family 

or in one of the small island hotels. In the long summer evenings, tourists and the 

islanders happily meet and talk together. They tell interesting stories of where they 

live and what they do. 

             The children on the islands go o small local schools. They have their classes in 

English and Gaelic. Sometimes there are only eight or ten children in one school. 

When they are twelve years old, they go to a secondary school in a bigger town on 

the island. When they finish that school, they decide whether to go to the university 

in a big city, or to stay and work on the island. 

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  and d: (6 x 2 = 12 Marks) 

1-What is the best title of this passage?   

    a- Life in an Island Community   b- School Life in Scotland  

    c- Touring an Island                     d- Water Sports on an Island  

 

2- The underlined word " decide " in the 3rd   paragraph means:  

    a- lack                      b- provide                     c- choose                        d- promise   

 

 3-The underlined word " they " in the 2nd  paragraph refers to:  

    a- families                 b- islands                    c- people                     d- tourists     
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   4- The people who live on islands think of their life as:          

       a- exciting              b- boring                          c- slow                               d- dangerous 

    

5- Children on the islands can study there until they:  

       a- are twelve years old.  

       b- finish secondary school.  

       c- finish university.  

       d- finish primary school. 

   

6- What is the writer’s purpose of writing this text? 

       a- entertain us with a good story about island life. 

       b- explain to us what tourists can do on the islands. 

       c- persuade us to live on the Scottish islands. 

       d- inform us about life on some Scottish islands.     

 

b) Answer the following questions: 

  7- When do tourists usually visit the islands? 

       In summer.  

  8- Why do some students on the islands study Gaelic? 

       Because it is their local / native language. 
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  وزارة التربية                                                            

 الإدارة العامة للتعليم الخاص  

 للغة الإنجليزية التوجيه الفني 

  الدراسية الثانية نهاية الفترة - الثامنالصف التجريبى  امتحان 

 / الزمن: ساعتان    الإنجليزيةالمجال الدراسي: اللغة 

 التعبير( –الاستيعاب المقروء / الكتابة: القواعد  –)القراءة: المفردات (: درجة 60)الدرجة الكلية: 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

A) Vocabulary (14 Marks) 

a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 × 2 =8 Marks)  

1. Making a mobile ……………..with useful features has become easier nowadays. 

a) application  b) bracelet   c) president          d) ladder  

2. My cousin is a/an …………..footballer. He always scores goals for his team. 

a) unusual   b) electrical   c) talented     d) obsessed   

3. Some stories are very interesting and deep. They ……….great messages and 

lessons. 

a) deliver   b) vote         c) found                d) confuse  

4. Going on adventures is not …………dangerous. You just have to be very careful.    

a) previously                   b) gradually         c) alongside              d) necessarily  

b- Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: (4 × 1½ = 6 Marks)  

( ban  /  ruins  /  please  /  attitude  /  exchange ) 

5. I always do my best to please my parents; they mean everything to me. 

6. The teacher usually asks the students to sit in groups to exchange ideas. 

7. People should have a positive attitude and become more helpful . 

8. Many tourists come to Kuwait to visit the ancient Greek ruins in Failaka Island.  

I. READING (30 MARKS) 

صفحات 6في   جابةنموذج الا  
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B) Reading Comprehension (16 Marks)  

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

Do you find yourself sleepy at school? What you do 

before you go to bed has a huge effect on how you feel the 

next day. If you spend time chatting to people on the social 

media, or reading books on your e-reader, you are not alone. However, you ought 

to reduce your screen time at night. Although scientists are only beginning to 

understand the full effects, the main message they find out is that using devices like 

phones or tablets before bedtime is not good for your health. 

All screens give out a large amount of blue light. It can change your sleep 

patterns. So you can wake up several times during the night and have difficulty 

getting up in the morning. Lack of sleeping well can be a dangerous problem for 

anyone specially teenagers because their brains are still developing.  When you 

don’t sleep well, it can be difficult to concentrate at school, which makes it harder 

to learn and get good grades. It can also affect your mood; so you feel sad and 

unhappy.  

So, it’s clear. You shouldn’t use your phone or tablet before you go to sleep. 

You mustn’t worry about your friends. Nothing on the social media is so important 

that it can’t wait a few hours. Rediscover paper books and enjoy feeling tired rather 

than wondering why your best friend hasn’t liked your photo. Don’t use the alarm on 

your mobile. Buy yourself an old-fashioned alarm clock.   

 

a-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (6 × 2 = 12 Marks)  

9.  What is the best title of the passage? 

a) Social Media                                                  b. Developing Brains 

b) Screen Time at Bedtime    d. The Importance of E-Readers 
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10. The meaning of underlined word lack in the 2nd  paragraph is:  

a) shortage           b) tool 

    c) wisdom                   d)trust  

 

 

11.The underlined word they in the 1st paragraph   refers to:  

a) effects                                         b) people 

   c) scientists                                                           d) books                 

 

12.  According to the 1st paragraph, a lot of people spend their time before 

going to bed: 

a) reading paper books 

b) chatting and reading e-books                 

c)  studying the effects of social media 

d)  using devices to improve their health 

 

13. According to the 2nd paragraph, one of the following statements is NOT TRUE:

  

a) Mobiles’ screens give out blue light. 

b) Poor sleep is very dangerous for teenagers.       

c) The blue light can change your sleep patterns. 

d) When you don’t sleep well, it is easier to learn and get high grades. 

   14. The purpose of the writer in this text is to: 

a) encourage people to post photos every day.  

b) inform us about the benefits of a good tablet.  

c) suggest ways to chat with people on social media.  

d) show how using mobiles before sleep harm people.  
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b- Answer the following questions, according to the passage: (2 × 2 = 4 Marks)  

15. How does poor sleep affect mood?  

It makes people feel sad and unhappy. 

16.  What does the writer advise people to do before going to bed? 

Not to use their mobiles or tablets before going to bed. /To read paper books. / 

To use an old-fashioned alarm clock. 

 

II. Grammar (14 Marks)  

a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 × 2 = 8 Marks)  

17. Don’t worry about your son. He can look …………himself when you are away.  

  a) after    b) for     c) up    d) out  

18. Are you sure we've got ……………………… we need for the journey?  

a) nobody   b) anything   c) everything d) 

everybody  

    19. Visitors of the National Museum………………. need to pay; It’s free entry.  

a) can’t   b) haven’t          c) aren’t           d) don’t  

 

20.  Be careful. Don’t put …………..sugar in your tea or coffee. It’s unhealthy.   

a) a few   b) a little         c) many            d) much 

b- Do as required in brackets: (3 × 2 = 6 Marks)  

21.  My mother asked me, “Don’t play computer games for a long time.” 

                                                                           (Change into reported speech) 

My mother asked me not to play computer games for a long time. 
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    22.My brother can speak English very well. My brother can speak Spanish very  

       well.                                               (Join: both …….and ……)                                       

My brother can speak both English and Spanish very well. 

   23. The more books I read, ………………………………….   (Complete) 

     The more books I read, the more information I get.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




